BEING BOOKED ON MANDATORY VACCINATION PRODUCTIONS

WHEN CHECKING AVAILABILITY, CENTRAL CASTING WILL ASK . . .

*To be considered for work you MUST FALL INTO EITHER OF THE TWO FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:

1. fully vaccinated with the COVID-19 vaccine (meaning more than 14 days have passed since you received both the initial and second shot of Pfizer or Moderna, or since you received the single shot of Johnson & Johnson), or
2. have a disability or sincerely-held religious belief that prevents vaccination.*

Any offer of work is “conditioned” on you providing adequate proof to Production that you meet either of the two criteria mentioned above. If you are unable to show adequate proof to Production, then you are ineligible to be hired for this particular Production. Please answer “yes” to this message if you can supply adequate proof to Production.

WHEN SENDING FIRST AVAIL MESSAGES, CENTRAL CASTING WILL ASK . . .

1. If you cannot provide proof to production, reply “NOT AVAILABLE” to Central Casting availability checks that state the project has a mandatory vaccination policy.

2. If you are selected, only Production will collect and verify your proof of disability/religious belief (if applicable to you), but both Central Casting and Production will each separately collect and verify your proof of vaccination.

PROVIDING PROOF OF VACCINATION OR ACCOMMODATION

You must provide production with proof of vaccination or accommodation based on the instructions given in your details in order to be considered hired. Productions vary on acceptable proof and verification process and may ask for this information prior to or when arriving on set. It is extremely important to follow these directions and submit any documentation in a timely manner.

If you cannot provide adequate proof of vaccination or accommodation, you will not be considered hired and will be sent home without pay.

*Note: If you are selected, only Production will collect and verify your proof of disability/religious belief (if applicable to you), but both Central Casting and Production will each separately collect and verify your proof of vaccination.

When checking availability, central casting will ask . . .

"To help speed up the process, if you are fully vaccinated (and it has been at least 2 weeks since your second shot of Pfizer or Moderna or since your one shot of Johnson & Johnson, please select "FULLY VACCINATED" as your response. If you are seeking an exemption from the production/studio to work on this project, please select "MEDICAL/RELIGIOUS EXEMPTION" as your response to this message. This information will be provided to the production/studio.

WHEN SENDING FIRST AVAIL MESSAGES, CENTRAL CASTING WILL ASK . . .

If you cannot provide proof to production, reply "NOT AVAILABLE" to Central Casting availability checks that state the project has a mandatory vaccination policy.
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